Characterization of chromatin samples in the presence of Drosophila embryo extract by quantitative agarose gel electrophoresis.
Recent studies have focused attention on chromatin as both a negative and positive regulator of specific nuclear events. The vast majority of this research has been centered on chromatin remodeling and histone post-translational modifications over the regulatory regions of specific genes. However, due the technical difficulties of such studies, the contribution of the higher-order structure of chromatin on the regulation of gene expression has not been as thoroughly investigated and the majority of the initial studies have used biophysical methods or microscopy. Until recent technical developments, the main hindrance for these biophysical investigations of chromatin has been an almost absolute requirement for large amounts of highly purified material. The development of an agarose gel electrophoresis method (quantitative agarose gel electrophoresis), initially designed for the analysis of the three-dimensional structure of purified and in vivo-assembled chromatin over a promoter region, has been expanded to include studies of chromatin in the presence of a Drosophila crude extract. The technique presented in the study reported here will help in paving the way for subsequent analyses of structural modifications of chromatin that are linked with the recruitment of various chromatin-associated factors present in the provided extract(s).